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VIP Protection Krav Maga Instructors Course 

The IKM Combat Training Division offers a three day seminar that was designed specifically to 

provide combat skills in the field of VIP protection. The seminar was created in order to answer the 

needs of VIP protection agents in order to provide them with the tools to operate in the challenging 

reality of their line of duty. The seminar deals not only with the physical combat skills , but also 

provides critical knowledge regarding the threats facing us today and the methods being used in 

order to prevent such threats. 

The IKM Combat Training Division Director, Shahar (Sean) Or, is an Expert 2 level Krav Maga 

Instructor with vast experience in the fields of Law Enforcement, Military, Police, VIP Protection 

and Security. During the past years Shahar have trained a large number of security services such as 

the Panamanian presidential secret service, the Italian police combat instructors, NYPD Tactical 

unit, SWAT and many others serving in the Israeli security services.  

The VIP Protection Seminars will include the following topics: 

VIP Protection 

The VIP Protection training program includes a number of close protection methods while working 

as a single body guard, a pair of body guards or as team.  A major part of the training will focus on 

methods of secured movements with your dignitary in various situations such as: walking down the 

street, during an event, while entering and exiting the car and more. Apart from movements, the 

participants will also practice methods of dividing between the dignitary and the opponent, 

methods of evacuation, methods of cutting through crowd and more. 

Krav Maga 

During the seminar we will cover a large number of Krav Maga techniques while focusing on the 

way they are being use in VIP protection. We will also practice Realistic scenarios, under stress 

drills, moving from Krav Maga techniques to weapon response, and more. 
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Threat Identification and alertness 

 IKM believes that in order to protect your VIP effectively, high level combat skills have to go side by 

side with the critical knowledge of identifying threats and alertness that in many incidents may 

prevent a hostile activity in its initial stages. During the seminar, we will share suspect 

identification techniques, suspicious signs, questioning methods, preventive behaviour and more.  

Weapons Training 

Starting with the basics, IKM firearms training includes the tactical use of pistols in different types 

of scenarios and environments. During the seminar will provide a wide range of armed combat 

techniques while using realistic scenarios and extensive training methods. The training will focus 

on moving from Krav Maga response to weapon response to various threats and the specific 

principles of weapon use in VIP Protection.   

Tactical Drills 

Reality based tactical drills which include a large number of scenarios that will test the knowledge 

earned during training while combining all combat components such as: VIP Protection Tactics, 

Krav Maga, tactical movements and more, all In order to simulate reality at the max. 

The course will consist of 10 days of training. At the end of the course a diploma of a Krav Maga VIP 

Protection Instructor will be given to students which successfully pass a final exam and are CIC 

certified. A yearly renewal of the diploma will be granted after completing an instructors training 

seminar in order to maintain a high level of professionalism, tactical and technical updates and 

more.  

Cost 

1 part of 10 day course – 1000 Euro per student 

2 part of 5 days each – 600 Euro per each student per each part. 

** All courses and seminars may include topics from all training programs according to the specific 

needs of the client. 


